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full.

Today in luxury:

Chanel bolsters specialty atelier division with 3 acquisitions

Chanel has acquired two Italian leather goods makers and a French clothing manufacturer as it continues to bolster
its network of specialty ateliers in order to secure its supply chain and guarantee future growth, WWD has learned.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Jewelry maker Links of London enters administration, 350 jobs at risk

Greek jewelry maker Folli Follie's Links of London appointed Deloitte as an administrator on Wednesday, putting
about 350 jobs at risk and adding to the list of high-profile retailers to run into trouble on Britain's high street,
according to Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

Tesla needs its battery maker. A culture clash threatens their relationship.

Last year, Elon Musk puffed a marijuana blunt during a live-video interview in California. Halfway around the world,
executives at Japan's Panasonic Corp., Tesla Inc.'s automotive battery supplier, watched with alarm, says the Wall
Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal

Modern Luxury shuts down print for another magazine duo

More consolidation is underway at regional publisher Modern Luxury, which is shutting down the print editions of
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two more magazines, reports the New York Post.

Click here to read the entire article on the New York Post
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